
Tax Reform

OVERVIEW
The construction industry historically has paid the highest 
effective tax rate of any economic sector in the country. 
Now, with the addition of a new top individual bracket, small 
construction businesses organized as pass-through entities face 
significantly higher statutory rates than America’s largest publicly 
traded corporations. Given the fact more than 25 years have 
passed since the last fundamental restructuring, it is time for 
Congress to pass comprehensive reform that will simplify the tax 
code while providing for fair and equitable treatment irrespective 
of business size, structure or sector.

ABC SUPPORTS
• Comprehensive reform that lowers tax rates and simplifies 

the internal revenue code while maintaining parity for main 
street businesses and large corporations.

• Repeal of the Estate Tax (“death tax”).

• Repeal of the individual and corporate Alternative Minimum 
Tax (AMT). 

• Increasing and indexing the Completed Contract Method 
(CCM) threshold.

• Repeal of look-back accounting requirements.

• Reform of depreciation schedules to reflect the useful life of 
capital investments.

• Making permanent worthy business tax credits and 
deductions (“extenders”). 

• Repeal of Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act taxes 
on wages and investment income.

ABC OPPOSES
• Widening the gap between small business tax rates on pass-

through entities and those for large corporations.

BACKGROUND
More than a quarter century after its last significant reform, 
the nation’s tax system is creaking under its own weight. The 
sweeping changes of 1986 have been eroded over time by 
tens of thousands of pages of new regulations, loopholes and 
preferences. In its current form, the internal revenue code 
disproportionately affects small businesses, which are forced to 
expend significant time and resources in order to comply with 
increasingly burdensome tax provisions. Moreover, Congress 

impedes economic growth with unpredictable, ad hoc tax policies 
extended on a year-to-year basis.

In order to avert much of the “fiscal cliff,” Congress in January 
2013 passed legislation to permanently extend Bush-era tax levels 
for most taxpayers, while creating a new threshold for higher 
earners who pay an elevated top rate. Although this statutory 
permanence lends some needed certainty to the business 
community, it adds further layers of complexity while opening up a 
significant gap between Main Street and Fortune 500 companies. 
With the overwhelming majority of construction businesses paying 
income tax at the individual level, many now face a combined 
rate up to 25 percent higher than that of America’s largest 
corporations. This new baseline must be used as an opportunity 
to pursue fundamental, comprehensive reform in a way that keeps 
rates low and similar for corporations and individuals alike.

As the economy continues to recover, the country can ill afford 
perpetually higher taxes on small business, the primary engine 
of job creation. Comprehensive tax reform will establish an 
encouraging climate for capital investment and economic growth. 
ABC supports minimizing the overall tax burden while reducing 
complexity and providing needed certainty to the construction 
industry and the broader business community.
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